UME Technology Committee
January 12, 2016
Scott Hall 2206
12:00 pm - 1:00 pm
AGENDA

1. Welcome & Happy New Year (Dozier)

2. App Requests (public machines) it was drafted and approved by Dr. Bridge, Booza and Ron Spalding.
   a. I sent out to all 4 class distribution lists on January 12, 2016

3. Email consolidation update (Alexander)
   a. Migration is still on track for February (more Information closer to migration)

4. Tech Survey (Dozier)
   a. Approved, forwarded to the students before break for distribution. Status?

5. SAS and SPSS (Nelsen)
   a. SAS and SPSS will no longer be needed in Mazurek Lab 325 for Grad Classes he wants to know how many copies of each we should keep in that lab for Medical Student use. The licenses are very expensive only want to renew what Medical Students actually need.
      • SPSS is currently installed on the podium computer, plus computers 01-41 (42 licenses).
      • SAS is currently installed on the podium computer, plus computers 03-13 (12 licenses).

6. Mobile Application Development (Booza)

7. Discussion